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Abstract 
Moret, I., A method fur the computation of nonsimple turning points corresponding to cusps, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 269-284. 
A direct method is described for the approximation of nonsimple turning points, corresponding to cusp points, 
of nonlinear operator equations depending on two parameters. The procedure is based on the application of a 
special projection method to the computation of simple turning points of a suitable augmented system. 
Numerical examples illustrate the features of the proposed algorithm. 
Keywords: Nonlinear equations, turning pcints, cusp points, iterative methods, projection methods. 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper [8], the author presented a new direct method for computing simple 
turning points of parameter-dependent nonlinear equations of the type II - T(u, A) = 0. That 
procedure is based on a projective variant of the Newton method, which permits to ease the 
computational effort at each step, maintaining, at the same time, a fast convergence of the 
iterations. In this paper we show how that method can be efficiently applied for the numerical 
approximation of nonsimple turning points, corresponding to cusp points, of two-parameter-de- 
pendent operator equations. For a description of the various kinds of critical solution points of 
two-parameter problems as well as for other numerical approaches 
in this paper can be compared, we refer to [4,5,9-131. 
Here we will consider problems of the type 
F(u,a,h)=u-G(Ku,a,A)=O, UEU, a,A&t, 
where U is a Hilbert space, K is a compact linear operator from U 
G : v x Iw x R + U is a sufficiently smooth mapping. The paper 
to which the one proposed 
(1 I) . 
into a Banach space I/ and 
is organized as follows. In 
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Section 2 an outline of the method proposed in [S] is given, together with its convergence 
properties. In Section 3, employing a classical result of [13], we apply that method to the 
compu!ation of a nonsimple turning point of (1.1) and we discuss various questions concerning 
the resuiting algorithm. The application to boundary value problems is illustrated in Section 4 
with the aid of numerical examples. 
2. The projective-Newton method for computing simple turning points 
LetW,(-, l )& be a real Hilbert space with induced norm 1 l 1 H. Throughout this section, 
any element of the product space Z =Hx IR wil! be denoted by z=(zl, z2), with z1 EH, 
z2 E ; in 2 we consider fhc scalar product 
(z, Y)t=b,,YJH+Z*Y*I f”(fl9 z2)9 Y=(Y,v Y&=9 
and the corresponding induced norm 1. 1 z. Here and in the rest of the paper S(z, 6) denotes 
the ball {J: I y - z I z < 6). Moreover, we will denote by II - II E --_, E’ (E and E’ Banach spaces) 
the usual norm of linear operators acting from E into E ‘. 
Consider the nonlinear operator equation 
F(z) =z, - T(z,, z,) = 0, z1 E H, zt E IR, (2 1) . 
where we assumg: that 
(i,) T : 2 + H is twice continuously diflerentiable in a bounded domain D c 2, with partial 
deriratires T; and T,‘; 
(i,) for elyery z E D, T,‘(z) : H + H is a compact linear operator. 
During this section, we suppose that z * = (z?, z; ) E D is a simple turning point of (2.1), 
i.e., it satisfies the following conditions: 
Fjz”) =O, dim Ker(F;(z*)) = 1, T;(z”) e Range(F;(z*)) 
and, for any w * E KerW’(z*I:)), ify* =(y;“, yT)EZsolLles thesystem 
F’(z*)y* = F”(z*)w*w*, (w*, y*lz =O, 
then yp # 0. 
RGM now on, let F be a finite-rank linear operator from H into itself. Fcr any z E D and 
for any linear projection P on H let us define the operator r(z; B; P) : Z + H as 
r(z; B; P)Y =Y, -By, - (T;(z) -B)fV, - T;(z)Y,, Y = (~1, ~2) ~2. 
Then, for approximating the turning point z * of (2.1) as well as Ker( F’! z *I), let us consider 
the Wutiing iterative scheme. 
Scheme 1. Givea, ._ 1 initial approximation z0 of z *, the finite-rank operator B and a finite-rank 
orthogonal projection P, on H: 
Step 0. Compute w” E Z such that 
r( zO; B; P,)w’ =o, IwOlz= 1. 
For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do: 
Step 1. Solve 
r( zk; B; Pk)Sk = -F(Zk), ( Wk, sk>z = 0. 
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r(Zk; B; pk)tk = -Fn(zk)wkwk, (wk, tk)Z = 0. 
Step 3. Solve 
I-(zk; B; Pk)qk = -F”(zk)skwk - F’(zk)wk, ( Wk, qk)z = 0. 
Step 4. Compute 
set 
zk+ 1 
= Zk + .yk + &wk. 
Step 5. Update the projection Pk as follows: 
if wf =P,&, then set Pi = Pk; 
else set P( =Pk + ak(ak9 l )H/(ak9 (Zk)H7 
where ak 
if sf 
= wf - P,w;; 
= PLsf, then set Pk+l = PL; 
else set &+l= Pi + bk( bk, - )H/( bk, bk)n, 
where bk = s: - P,ls:. 
Step 6. S&e 
r(zk+‘; B; Pk+l)w=O, (Wk, W)z=l. 
Set 
W 
wk+l=IwIz. 
The following convergence result can be proved. 
Proposition 2. Let assumptions (i 1) and (i,) hold and let z * E D be a simple turning point of 
(2.1). Then, ?.kere exist positive constants 6 and 8 such that, for every rAa1 approximation 
z0 E stz*, 6) and for every finite-rank orthogonal projection PO in H w~L’c. .;att$es, for each 
z E S( z *, 6), the condition 
ll(T;(Z)-B)(IH-P~)II~~~~e, (2 2) . 
Scheme 1 defines (univocally) two sequences (zk) (E S(z”, 6)) and (wk), k = 0, 1,. . . , which 
converge to z * and to w* E Ker(F’(z*)) (with 1 w* 1 z = 1 i, respectively. Moreover, the conver- 
gence is q-superlinear, in the sense that 
Iz*-zk+llZ+ IW*-wk+iIz 
Iz" -zklz+ IW”-WkIZ 
--) 0, (2 3) . 
Proof. The proof can be carried out, with the obvious changes, along the lines of that given in 
[S] for the case B = 0. q 
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As for other procedures which use updated projections (see, for instance, 171) a qualitative 
error estimate can be given, which relates the speed of conF/ergence to the degree of 
compactness of the involved operators. Precisely, the linear operator &‘(z*) is assumed to 
bc~~~g to the class Cp of all cornpa,. r+ operators having p-summable singular values, for some 
p > 0 (cf. [31>. Then the following result holds (see [7]). 
Prqwsition 3. S:cppose that T,‘( z *I E Cp’ for some p > 0, and let (2.3) hold. Then 
Iz* -zklz+ lw*-wAIz=O(k-i/s)k, 
where q = max( 2, p}. 
(2 4) . 
Remark 4. It is evident that the operator B has been introduced with the intention of exploiting 
the (possible) knowledge of some finite-rank approximation of T;(z) around z * in order to 
fulfil condition (2.2) more easily, for a given initial projection PO of low rank. Moreover, for 
computational reasons, which will be explained in detail in Remarks 13 and 14 of the next 
section, it may be preferable to restart the procedure, at a certain iteration step, in order to 
avoid that the rank of the projection Pk becomes too large. Of course, in doing this, one can 
take into account the finite-rank approximations of T; already constructed. This could be done 
as follows. 
Given z” and the finite-rank operator B, for m = 1, 2,. . . : 
Step 1. Select ‘a finite-rank orthogonal projection PO on H and a positive integer k,,. 
Step 2. Perform Scheme 1 until k + 1 = k,. 
Step 3. Update B as 
B=B+ (T,(z”+‘) -E)P,,,. 
Step 4. Set z” = zk+’ and go to Step 1. 
In several cases certain properties of the involved operators ensure that the sequences {zf) 
and (wf), generated by Scheme 1, belong to some Banach space X cH, with 1 x 1 H < c 1 x 1 X, 
for x E X. Here we assume that 
ci,> T:S(z”,, 6) + X is twice continuously diflerentiable; 
ci,> foreuery ZED, T,(z): H+Xis compact; 
(i,) Range B CX . 
The following result (see [7, Theorem 41) will be used for studying the convergence in X of 
the sequences {z:} and {w:}. 
Lemma 5. Let cj,>-(i,) hold. Suppose that {PJ, k = 0, 1,. . . , is a nondecreasing sequence of 
orthogonal projections on H conuerging pointwise to P. Then, for euery z E D, 
11(&‘(z) -B)(P-P,jI/,_,, + 0, ask +a. 
Proposition 6. Let &)-&I hold and assume that Scheme 1 yields sequences { zk) and iwk) which 
belong to XX R and satisfy (2.3). Then, we have 
I 
k+l 
Z; -21 I I x+ w; -w;+qx 
IZ* -zkIz+ IW*-wklZ 
+ 0, (2 5) . 
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Proof. It can be easily seen that the sequence of projections {PA}, k = 0, 1,. . . , generated by 
Scheme 1, is nondecreasing and it has a pointwise limit P such that, for every k, 
PWfi=P,,*Wf=Wf (2 6) . 
and 
P(zf+* -2;) =Pk+l(zf+l -zf) =zf+l -zf. 
Thus, by Lemma 5, we have 
(2 7) . 
I(&‘@*) -B)(P-P,)/,,, + 0, as k+=. 
From the identity 
(2 8) . 
Z~+‘=T(Z~)+(B+(T;(Z~)-B)P~)(Z:+L-~~)+T~(~~)(~~+~-~~), 
by (2.71, we get 
Zl 
k+l _z* = 
1 -(T(Z*) - T(zk) - T’(Zk)(z* -z”)) - T’(z&)(Z* -zk) 
+(B+ (T;(zk) -B)Pk)(Zf+l -z;) + T;(zk)(z,k+’ -z2”) 
= -(T(z*) - T(zk) - T’(zk)(z* -zk)) - T’(zk)(z* -zk+‘) 
-(T;(zk) -B)(P-Pk)(Zf+’ -Zf), 
from which, recalling that 1 l 1 H Q c 1 l 1 ,y, it follows that 
I z;+‘-z~(~<E,/z~-z*)~+ IIT’(z z+xlz k+l - z_” I 2 
+II(T;(zk) -R)(P-Pk)((H~X(CIZ:+l -zi+%+~Z:-Z1*~If)~ (2.9) 
where 
IT(z*) - T(zk) - T’(zk)(z* -zk)lX 
E, = 
lz* -zkl.z 
. 
By (2.8), assumption 6,) and the triangle inequality, since {z k} + z * in 2, we realize that 
ll(~;(z”) -B)(P--P,)II,,+, + 0, as k +m, (2.10) 
so that, for k sufficiently large, from (2.9), using (2.3j, after simple computations, we obtain 
I Z:+l-Z::IXg~k[IZ*-zkIZ+ jW*--Wkl& (2.11) 
with p, ---) 0, as k + 00. Recalling that, since z * is a turning point of (2.11, we have 
wT” = T;(z”)wF, 
from the identity 
w:+’ = (B + (T;(zk+‘) -B)Pk+l)W;+l + T;(z~+‘)w;+‘, 
using (2.6), by simple computations, we obtain 
iW f+1-w;Ix< IIT’(z*)llz,xl~~+‘-w*l~ 
bl(T;(z*) - B)(P-pk+d(w:+l - w:)lH 
+I(T;(z*) - T;(Zk+l))Pk+lW;+l + (T;(z*) - T;(Zk+‘))W;+‘IX’ 
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iqgnce we have, for some constant cl, independent of k, 
W:+l-~~IX~~,((~k+l-~*/Z+ I~~+~--z*l~j 
+[I(T;(~“)-B)(P-P~)~~,~(cIw:+~-w::I~+~W:-W~*~~~, 
ad therefore, by (2.10) and (2.3), for k sufficiently large, it follows that 
I W~il-W:.IxgrlK(IWk-W*IZ+ It”-z*l.), (2.12) 
with q, --) 0, as k --) =L Thus from (2.11) and (2.12) we get (2.5). 0 
3. Computig doubLe turning points for two-parameter problems 
Here below we collect some well-known results about turning points of a nonlinear operator 
equation F(u, a, A) = 0 depending on two parameters. 
Let W, ( l . l >u) be a real Hilbert space with induced norm I - I u and let F : U X II3 X 02 + U 
be a C’-mapping. Here F,, F,, Fh denote the partial derivatives with respect to the variables u, 
at and A, respectively. Let u* E U, cy * E W and A* E IR be such that F(u *, a*, A*) = 0 and 
assume that the following conditions are fulfilled. 
F,(u *, a *, A* 1 has a one-dimensional null space spanned by r * ; 
there is rJI ( f 0) E U such that 
Range F&4*, a*, A*) = (y E U: (I/I, yjv = 0); 
F,(u*, a*, A*] GC Range F,(u*, cP, A*); 
($, FuJu*, a*, A*)r*r*)v = 0; 
G, &JU*, a*. A? r”r*r* + 3F,,(u*, a*, A*)r*t*jvZ 0, where t* is a solution of 
F&P, a*, A*)t* = -&,(u*, a*, A*)r”r*. 
conditions (h,)-(h,) ensure that (u*, cy*, A*:) is a double turning point, with regard to cy, of 
the equaticn 
F(u, a, A) =O. 13 .l) 
Following [13], we introduce the extended system 
F(u, r, a, A) = 0, (3 2) . 
where 
F(u, r, a, A) = I 9 
with r,EU, (rf, r”)u= 1. Moreover we consider the unique (cf. [13]) 6 E U such that 
(6, F&P, a*, A*))o= 4~5, &,(u*, Q& A*)r%, 
(f, F&P, a*, A*)ju= -(#, Fuu(u”, a*, A*)r*)u. 
The following result was given in [13, Theorem 3.11. 
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Propos4tion 7. Assume that 
(5, F&% ar *, A”)jU -I- (+, FAc,(u*, CY”, A*)r*jr;+ 0. (3 3) . 
TIien the double turning point (u*, cy*, A*) of (3.1) with regard to CY corresponds to a simple 
turning point (u * , r * , a * , A* ) of the extended system F( u, r, cy, A) = 0, with regard to A. 
In [13] it was also shown that, under the above assumptions, (u*, (Y*, A*) corresponds to a 
cusp point of F. 
Here we discuss the application of Scheme 1 to the numerical computation of (u *, CY *, A*) 
when F has the form (1,1). 
Let the Hilbert space H = I/’ x U x iI8 be endowed with the scalar product 
(h, g)H= (h,, g,)u + <hz, g,)u f&g,, 
where, with the obvious meaning of the notation, h = (h,, h,, h,), g = (gl, g,, 93) E H. More- 
over, we consider the space 2 = U x U x IF8 x R = H x IF8 endowed with the scalar product 
(2, Y)z=<+ Y,)u+(z,, ~,)~+z,~,+z~~~,whe~e z=(z,, z2, z3, zq), Y=(Y,, Y,, y3, YJ 
E 2. 
Let V/C be a Banach space with ]u]~<c]u] v, for every v E V. Let D, and Dv be 
bounded domains in I/ x If8 x R and in U x R x IF!, respectively. Let us assume that 
(k 1 ) K : U + V is a compact linear operator ; 
(k,) G : D,+ Vis a C3-mapping: 
(k,) if (u, a, A) ED,, then (Ku, cy, A) E D,. 
Throughout G,., G,, G, will denote the partial derivatives of the mapping G(v, LY, A) with 
respect to the variables v, a! and A, respectively. Let (u*, cy *, A*) E D, be a double turning 
point with respect to (x of 
F(u, cy, A) = u - C( Ku, CY, A) = 0, 
and let (3.3) hold. Then, we L~~~~___ --mcider the corresponding extended system (3.21, that is 
for which z* =(u*, r*, CY*, A*) is a simple turning point with respect to A. Thus, given 
(u, CY, A) ED, and r E U, for any y = (yl, y2, y,, y4) E 2, we have 
y1 
Hi 
G,.KY, +~3Ga +Y& 
F’(u, r, cy, A)y= Y2 - G,,.KrKy, + G,.Ky, + y,G,.,Kr + y&Jr , 
y3 -bf9 y&-y3 I 
where the derivatives of G are computed at (KU, (Y, A) E D,. We observe that, using the 
notation of Section 2, now we have in Imatrix form 
G,,K 0 G, 1 
T;(u, r, CY, A) = G,.,.KrK G,.K G,.,Kr . 
J 
(3 5) . 
0 -(q, . >[I 1 
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It can be seen that, by our assumptions on K and G, the compactness conditions (i,) and (i$ 
are flied. Then, in order to apply Scheme let us consider f on H. 
it is defined by 
Ph (P,b, P,h), EH, 
where P, and P2 are linear operatcgs from H into U and P3 is a linear operator from H 
into R. Then, for any given finite-rank linear operator B on H, which we assume to have range 
in b/ x V x R, the operator IQ; B; PI of Scheme 1 is now the operator r = 
r(u, t, LY, A; B; PI : 2 + H defined by 
[ 
Y, - [B(Y -ml, - G,.WY -P3YGa -Y&n 
TV= 1‘2 - [WY --Jf~)]~-G,.,.fi~l~ -W&Y -p,gG,.,fi-y,G,.,fi 3 (3.7) 
y3-[B(~--&')]3+($9~2y)"-~3y 1 
for ( y, _v4! = y = (yl, y2, y,, y4) E 2, where all the involved derivatives of G are computed at 
(Kid, a, A; ED,-. Moreover, for any w = ( wl, w2, w3, wq) E 2, the second derivative 
F%r, r, a, A) is defined by 
F”(u, r, a, A)wy = [ :::I:: ;lj: q, 
where 
(F”(u, r, a, A)w)~ = -[G,.,.~WKY, +%-&KY, +~3Kq) + GJwJCYI +Y$w,) 
+W3Y3Gaa + bw3 + ~3YdG,* + KlY&] 9 
(F”(u, r, a. A)wy), = - ;Gl.JMvIKyI + GJ Kw,Ky, + Kw,Ky,) 
+GAWQ?Y~ +Y,Kw,) + G,.,.,r(w,Ky, +Y&w~) 
+%,@3&‘2 +Y,&) + G&V&Y, +Y$w,) 
+w3~3G,,,fi+ (w~Y~+w~~~)GI.~AICT+W~Y~G~.~I\KT]. 
Applying Scheme 1 to system (3.4) we obtain the following algorithm. 
Scheme 8. Given z” = (u”, r”, a’, A’) ~2, th e ml e-rank linenr operation B, a finite-rank f’ ‘t 
orthogonal projection P(O) on H defined as in (3.6) by P,“), Pi’), Pi’): 
Step 0. Compute w” E Z such that 
f(u”, ro3 (Y’, A'; B; P’“‘)wo=O, Iw’(~=~. 
For k = 0, 1,2, . . . do: 
Step 1. Solve 
r(uk, rk, ak, Ak; B; Ptk))sk = -F(uk, rk, ak, Ak), 
(Wk, sk)z=O. 
Step 2. Solve 
I(uk, rk, ak, Ak; B; Ptk) )tk = -Fn(uk, rk, ak, Ak)wkwk, 
bk, tk)z = 0. 
(3 8) . 
(3 -9) 
(3.10) 
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Step 3. Solve 
T(Uk, rk, fxk, Ak ; B; p!x-))gx’ = - [Fn(uk, rk, ak, Ak)sk +F’(uk, r’, ak, Ak)]wk, 
(3.11) 
( Wkt qk)z = 0. 
Step 4. Compute 
-(wf +s4k) 
Pk = ff l 
Set 
Uk+l 
=Uk+$+PkWf, rk+‘=rk-t$+fik,$, 
ak+l 
= ak + s; + pkw:, hk+’ =hk +s,k +pkw,“. 
Step 5. Update the projection Ptk) as follows: 
if wk =Pck)wk where wk =(w” ti’k wk) 
: p’k’; 
1, 29 39 
then set Ptk)’ 
else, for u = 1, 2, 3, set 
PCk)’ = Pik) -I- af(ak, - )&ak, ak)~, u 
where a: = wVk - PLk)wk; ak = (a:, at, a:); 
if sk = Ptk)kk where sk = (sk 
then set p(k:l) = p(k)‘; ’ ’ 
$7 $1, 
else, for v = 1, 2, 3, set 
p(k+l) = p(k)’ + ),k(bk 
v v v 9 l h/(bk, bkh, 
where b,k = s,k - Pik”sk; bk = (b;k, bt, &$I. 
Step 6. Solve 
quk+l, rk+l, ak+l, A”+‘; B; P(k;-lI)W so, (3.12) 
(3.13) 
Set 
Wk+l 
W 
=- 
IWIZ’ 
From Propositions 2 and 3 we get the following convergence results for Scheme 8. 
(Wk, w)z= 1. 
Proposition 9. Let z * = (u *, r *, a *, A*) be a simple turning point of the extended system 
F(u, r, CY, A) = 0, with regard to A. Then, there exist constants 6 > 0 and 8 > 0 such that, for 
every to= (u’, r’, (Y’, A’) E Sk*, S), and for every orthogonal projection PC@ on H (defined as 
in (3.6)) which satisfies, for each z = (u, r, cy, A) E S(z*, 6), the condition 
ll(TlW -B)(kP’O’)II,,, G 89 
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Scheme 8 defines (uni~wally) sequences {zk = (uk, rk, ak, Ak>) (E S(z*, 6)) and (wk}, for 
k =o, l,..., which comerge to z * and to w * E Ker( F ‘( z * 1) (with 1 w * 1 z = 11, respectkely , and 
sati& (2.3). MoreoLver, if K has, for some p > 0, p-summable singular ualues, then estimate (2.4) 
holds. 
hf. The first part follows directly from Proposition 2, by assumptions (k,)-(k,). The final 
statement follows from Proposition 3, taking into account (3.5) and applying [3, Lemma 9, 
p.1093]. q 
Remark 10. Taking X= VX VX IR, by (k!!, (k,) and the assumption that Range B cX, 
conditions ci,?-Q,> are fulfilled. Thus Proposition 6 applies too. 
Remark 11. In 113, Theorem 3.21 it was shown that there exists a neighbourhood S of 
cu*‘, CC A*1 such that all zeros of F in S are simple turning points with regard to cy (with the 
exception of (u*, a~*, A*)). Thus a good starting point for Scheme 8 can be chosen exploiting 
information on this set of simple turning points. Of course this can be done using Scheme 1. 
Remark 12. As suggested in [8], the computation of the initial ergenvector w” can be carried 
out solving the system 
I+‘, r”, CY’, A’; B; P”‘)w = 0, (d, w>z = 1, 
where d E 2 is suitably selected, and then setting w” = w/ 1 w I Z. 
Remark 13. Scheme 8 requires, at each iteration, the solution of four linear systems. Each of 
these systems has the &orm 
T(u, r, a, A; B; P)y =h, (3.14) 
(w, Y)z=o, (3.15) 
with y E 2, h E Ii?, tr E R, where P is a finite-rank orthogonal projection on H defined, as in 
(3.61, through the P,, v = 1, 2, 3. Without loss of generality, we assume that P has the 
representation 
with f(j) = (#y), #I, @)) E If, for i = 1, . . . , IV. Accordingly, for Y = 1, 2, 3, each P,, is given 
bY 
P, = c c#y(f”‘, - )f/. 
j=l ,---. N 
(3.16) 
Analogously, the finite-rank operator B has the form 
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with p (i) = (pl’), ,q, @))E I/X V’X W, and y:‘!=( yii!, yy:, yy)> E H. Then, setting, for j = 
1, 2,. . . , N, 
@) = K4’,ijY u for v = 1, 2, 
+j) = GL.$iI’) + 4’,“G, - c p’,‘)< y(j), f(j)), ( E V), 
j=l,...,M 
o(j) = G,.,.&,I?;~’ + G,.q%:” +&)G,.,IC - c p:‘)( yti), f(j))/+ ( E V), 
i=l,...,M 
pti) = -(q, G,.+$+,+#- c p:“( ytij, f(j)), ( E W), 
i=l ,***, M 
cj = (f(j)9 Y)H, 
and, for i = 1, 2,. . . , M, 
di = (y”‘~ Y)H, 
by (3.7), system (3.14), (3.15) becomes 
(3.17) 
Yl - C PI”di - C ,C”Cj - YOGA - h, = 0, (3.18) 
i=l .a.., j=l,...,N 
y2 - C”P d 
(i) 
2 i- c 
a(j)C j - y,G,.,Kr - h2 = 0, (3.19) 
i=l ,-.., 
y3 - c MB.d 
j=l ,-a., N 
5” i- c 
ptj)C j-h,=07 (3.20) 
i=l 7..., M j=l ,-.a, N 
bl, YJU + (w 29 Y2)u+w3Y3+w&I=ff* 
We take the scalar products in U of (3.18) by yy), for i = 1,. . . , M, by #I, for j = 1,. . . , N, and 
by wr. Further, we take the scalar products of (3.19) by yf), for i = 1,. . . , M, by #!, for 
j= l,..., N, and by w2. Then, after multiplication of (3.20) by y$), for i = 1,. . . , M, by c#$), for 
j= l,..., N, and by w3, by simple computations we get the following system, in the M + N + 1 
unknowns di, i = 1,. . . , M, Ci, i = 1,. . . . N, and ~4: 
and 
di - C ( Y’i’, P”‘)Hdj - C [ ( y$G, #A) u + ( yY), &I) u _f y$OPW] cj 
j=l ,*.., M j=l ,***, N 
-Y$Y ‘1’1, Gh)U+ (yy’, G,,Zi&] = (y”), h)H, i= 1, 2,-.4-f, (3.21) 
Ci - c (f(i), P(j))Hdj - c [ (4’;“, ~(j))~ + (&‘, ~(j))~ + 4@(j)] C. J 
j=l ,..., M j=l .*.., N 
-y4[(@), GA)“+ (#, G,,K&] = (f(‘), h)H, i= 1,2,...,N, (3.22) 
C (WY P(‘))Hdj + C [<IV,, 7”‘)~ + (W2, ~“‘>U +W3p”‘]Cj 
j=l ,..*, M j=l ,**., N 
+y,[(w,, GA)“+ (w2, G,.,K&] +w4y4= -(~3 ~)H+Q, (3.23) 
where w = (We, w3, w,). Finally, from the solution of the above linear system we get Y,, ~2 and 
y, via (3.18)-(3.20). 
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We point out that, since 9) = Ci = 1,. . . , MCjf(“, at each step the updated projections f; and 
P kcl can be obtained directly by the procedures which solve systems (3.12), (3.13) and (3.81, 
(3.9). 
Remark 14. Now we make some considerations on the computational cost of the algorithm. At 
each iteration, we have to make four applications of the operator K, that is, those required for 
the :omptation of fi,k, Krv/, for f T= 1: 2; 3xxi constructing th e right-hand sides of (3.8), (3.10) 
and (3.11). We observe that the same applications of K are needed even if in the computation 
of F” the derivatives of G are approximated by divided differences, as suggested in [9,10]. We 
note also that, owing to our updating projection rule, from K$?, Kw#!, for i = 1, 2, we also get 
directly the elements #ii), for v = 1, 2, defined in (3.17). System (3.21)-(3.23) can be solved by 
Gaussian elimination with pivoting and its construction involves 2(M + n + l)* + 2( M + N + 1) 
+ 2MV scalar products in the space U, but, at the k th step, not all these scalar products must 
be actually computed (except at the first step), since, as one observes, a certain number of them 
is known from the previous step. Indeed, denoting by N(k) the rank of Pkr the number of new 
scalar products in U required at the step k ( > O), for constructing the coefficient matrix and 
the right-hand sides of the four algebraic linear systems to be solved, amounts to 6M + 2( N( k) 
+ 1XM + N(k) + 1) + 8(M + N(k) + 1). Furthermore, we need one LU-factorization and four 
forward-backward substitutions in dimension M + N(k) + 1. In order to avoid that N(k) grows 
too much, one can restart the procedure, for instance in the way suggested at the end of 
Remark 4. 
Remark 15. Since, in general, the approximation scheme cannot be carried out in the 
infinite-dimensional setting, we have to consider, instead of (3.41, a family of discretized 
systems 
&(UhY r/z’ ah, Ah) = 0, (3.24) 
where h denotes a discretization parar eter. The well-known theory of [6], for operator 
approximations at turning points, applies and provides results on the existence of simple 
turning points of (3.24) and on their convergelice to the corresponding turning point of (3.4). In 
this context, in [8] it was also observed the important fact that the behaviottr of Scheme 1 is 
independent of the discretizations introduced. That is, its speed of convergence remains the 
same for all sufficiently fine discretizations. This fact is illustrated also by the numerical 
experiments on Scheme 8 reported in Section 4. 
Finally, we want to make a general comparison of Scheme 8 with other direct methods 
proposed in the literature. Assuming that we are working in a space Uh of dimension n, the 
classical procedures based on the (pseudo-INewton method, like those discussed in [ll], 
require, besides a certain number of scalar products, at least one LU-decomposition of an 
n x n matrix per iteration and about ten matrix-vector multiplications. Thus, for n large, the 
computational effort may be considerable, even if the quadratic convergence is expected. On 
the other hand, Scheme 8 does not require at each step any n x n matrix decomposition, but 
only the construction and the decomposition of a matrix of order M + N(k) + 1. Since the 
convergence is superlinear (cf. (2.3)), we may expect that N(k) does not increase too much in 
the course of the procedure. It is also important to stress that, since, as said before, the speed 
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of convergence turns out to be mesh-independent, the dimension of the matrix to be con- 
structed and decomposed at each iteration does not depend on the discretization introduced. 
We notice also that only four matrix-vector multiplications in dimension n per iteration (for 
computing KS,+, Ku+!, i = 1, 2) are needed. Further specific considerations will be made in the 
next section, where, dealing with boundary value problems, K will be actually obtained as the 
inverse of a suitable operator. 
4. Numerical experiments 
Example 16. We consider the elliptic problem 
-AU - agjv, A) = 0, in In, (4 I) . 
c =o, on X?, (4 2) . 
where L! =] - 1, l[ X] - 1, l[, ~7 = v(x, y). We take U =L2(L!) and we take K as the linear 
operator such that, for u E U, 
a(Ku, v) = (u, Li)u, for every v E H:(n), 
where 
a(s, t) := / Vs Vt dx dy, s, t E H:(n). 
R 
As well known, K is continuous from U into H2(L?) n H,‘(n) and compact from U into Co(a) 
[l, p.1441. Then, denoting by G the Nemytzkii operator induced by g and assuming that G is a 
C3-mapping from some domain D c Co(a) x W into C’(n), we can take I/ = Co(B), and 
setting v = Ku, we reformulate problem (4.1), (4.2) into the form (of type (1.1)) 
F(u, cy, A)=u-cuC(Ku, A)=O, UEU. (4 3) . 
We notice that for this problem, by Proposition 9, estimate (2.4) holds with 4 = 2. 
In order to treat equation (4.3) numerically, we introduce a uniform mesh with size h = l/n 
and grid points (Xi, yi) = (ih, jh), i, j = 0,. . . , n. Accordingly, each element of type v = Kf, 
required in the course of Scheme 8, is approximated employing the Stormer-Numerov 9-point 
scheme [2, pp. 88 and 1931 (cf. also ill]): 
-N,,vi~i=6h2[fi~j+&Ofi*i], i, j=l,..., n-l, (4 4) . 
where viii = U(Xi, yj), f i*i =f(Xi, Yi) and 
N 
h 
vi,j = vi+ l,j+ 1 + vi+ l,j- 1 + vi- l,j+ 1 + vi- l,j- 1 _ dvi.j + 4oL,i9j 
9 
ov 
i,j = vi,j+ 1 + L,i,j- 1 + vi+ 1,j + vi- 1-j _ dvi,j . 
The required scalar products are approximated by the Simpson cubature rule on the grid 
points. In our experiments we have considered the values n = 8, 16,32. For each fixed value of 
n, the coefficient matrix of (4.4) is factorized once and for all by the band Cholesky 
decomposition. We stress that this is the only (n - 1j2-dimensional matrix factorization needed 
in the whole procedure and that, moreover, it can be performed fully exploiting the sparse 
structure of the problem. This represents an evident advantage with respect to the (pseudo-) 
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Newton procedures where, because of the possible ill-conditioning, the spar&y of the Jaco- 
bians may not be exploited directly and one has to resort to special deflation techniques (see 
the detailed analysis of [ll]). 
The results reported here concern the following two choices of g in (4.1), corresponding to 
classical problems from chemical engineering (cf. [ 111): 
(4 g(v, A)=exp &, 
(b) g(v,A)=(l-u)exp s, with /3 = 0.4. , 
Dealing with function (a), for any value of n, Scheme 8 is applied taking cy” = 2, A0 = 0.2, 
U0 = cy’g(v, A’), where u = 5(1 -x2)(1 - y2), r” = a”gl,(v, A’)(1 - x*)(1 - y*) and rf = 
r”/ 1 r” 1 u. The auxiliary element d, required according to Remark 12 for the computation of 
w”, is d = (0, 0, 1, 0). Moreover, we choose B = 0 and as initial projection PC’) that defined by 
PC’% = (0, rf ( rf b 
form (3.16), whire 
*)“, b,), for every b = ib,, b,, b,). Observe that it can be represented in the 
P(O) = c &‘( f”‘, l )H, V v = 1, 2, 3, 
j=l,2 
with 4'1" = 4':) = 0, 4:" = rf, 4:') = 0, 4:') = () and 4:') = 1, 
It can be checked that, owing to this choice of P(O), we have ( rf, PJk)b)u = ( rf, b2>” and 
Plk)b = b,, for every b = (b,, b,, b,) and for each f&. The results obtained for the function (a) 
are collected in Table 1 where the maximum norm of the residual of system (3.4) is denoted bv 
Fk and ~~(0, 0), k = 0, 1,. . . , are the approximations of v * = Ku * at the origin. 
The results concerning problem (b) (see Table 2) are obtained starting from (Y’ = 0.3, 
A0 = 14, U0 = aOg(u, A’), r” = a’g,.(v, A’)(1 -x*)(1 - y*), rf = r”/ 1 r” 1 u, where now v = $(l - 
x*)(1 - y*). Both d and P(O) are taken in the same way as for case (a). 
Finally, following the suggestion given in [ll], we improved the numerical approximations 
using Richardson extrapolation based on the asymptotic expansion 
A” - A; = C,h4 + C,h6 + * l - +qP+* + 0(h*‘+3), 
and similar relations for ar * - Q& u * - v,:. These extrapolated values are: 
for (a): cy* = 2.5598186, A* = 0.24177384, v*(O, 0) = 5.9796351; 
for (b): cy* = 0.41662398, A* = 14.818387, v*(O, 0) = 0.53436336. 
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